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The goal of this project is to learn about handling image orientation in the context of convolution-based image re-
sampling. This provides the conceptual basis for working with vector- and tensor-valued images in later projects.
You will write a program, called rsmp, which reads in a grayscale (scalar) image, its orientation, and a description
of how to sample the image domain, and then computes and saves a resampling as one or two images. The length
of this project description has more to do with an effort to make a completely unambiguous description of the work
to be done, rather than the actual difficulty of the work. The extra work for the students in 33710 is to implement
an additional kernel.

A Project 2 Info page will include clarifications, hints, and example code, as needed. Stay tuned to the scivis-2013
mailing list.

Your CNetID-scivis-2013 directories have been populated with a proj2 directory; do an svn update.
Everything related to Project 2 is to be added to the proj2 directory and nowhere else. The proj2/code
subdirectory is where you hand in your code.

If you are working individually, you can ignore this paragraph. If working in a pair, and you are more than
welcome to do so, both students should hand in a little two-line plain text file, named 00-pair.txt, in the
proj1 directory. 00-pair.txt lists the names and CNetID@uchicago.edu emails of both members of the pair,
one per line, as follows:

Jane H. H. Addams, jhhadams@uchicago.edu
Daniel H. Burnham, nolittleplans@uchicago.edu

The first student listed is also responsible for submitting all the completed work. We will only be grading the
work submitted under the first student’s repository, i.e. in the jhhadams-scivis-2013 repository in this
example. The second student needs to hand in only the same 00-pair.txt file, and the graders will ignore any
other files submitted by the second student.

As with the last project, you will find new materials for this project in the scivis-2013 SVN project described
here. An svn update inside your checkout of scivis-2013 should create new directories, including:

• vec2cmap: 256-by-256 8-bit RGB images for colormapping gradients

• data/orimg: A set of images with orientation info. Image X.png has corresponding orientation (in form
of affine matrix transform) X-orient.txt. More images will be added as time permits, and to help an-
swer questions as they arise.

As before, each directory contains a 00-about.txt file that you should read.

As with the last project, do not hand in copies of these images (from scivis-2013) with your assignment. As
noted at the end, you are however expected to create and submit new images that you use to test the correctness of
your code. Make sure you have followed the directions for how to set up your SVN directories.

The reliance on the scivis-2013 directory, combined with the fact that rsmp might be run from different places
(so relative paths might break) means that it would be useful to have a standard way to refer to the absolute path of
scivis-2013, wherever it may be in your directory tree. This is the role of an environment variable. Starting
with this project we would like to introduce the convention that environment variable $SCIVIS is set to the abso-
lute path of your scivis-2013 checkout. As an environment variable, it is accessible via
os.environ{’SCIVIS’} from the os module in Python, if you should need it. Graders will set $SCIVIS
before they run your program. Given the current description of rsmp below, the program itself should not actually
need to know $SCIVIS, although $SCIVIS will certainly be useful (in your shell) for running and testing rsmp.

http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~glk/class/scivis/proj2/
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~glk/class/scivis/svn.html
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~glk/class/scivis/svn.html
http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~glk/class/scivis/svn.html


How rsmp is run from the command-line
You will be writing a single Python program, to be called rsmp. It uses a command-line interface to control how
it resamples a given image at a given orientation. The graders will be invoking this program (with different inputs)
to make sure it works correctly, so conforming to the command-line interface described here is important. The next
section gives a mathematical definition of the exact computation that the program should perform.

The usage of rsmp is:
rsmp path imgIn.png orientIn.txt rate kern vmap.png baseOut [centX centY]

• path is the path to where both the imgIn.png and orientIn.txt files are. Giving the path explicitly
allows you and the grader to process arbitrary inputs during development and testing. To use the given im-
ages in scivis-2013/data/orimg you could use $SCIVIS/data/orimg for the path argument.

• imgIn.png is the input 16-bit gray-scale PNG image (as with the last project), located at the path specified
in path.

• orientIn.txt is a little text file (also in path) that contains the index-to-world affine transform for
imgIn.png.

• rate is the sampling rate of the output image, as a floating-point decimal number. It gives the number of
(cell-centered) pixels in the output image that fit within one unit of world space.

• kern is the kernel (filter) used for convolution-based sampling of image values and derivatives. This can be
one of:

– “box”: nearest-neighbor interpolation
– “tent”: bilinear interpolation
– (for 33710 students, or extra credit for 23710 students) “bspln3”: the uniform cubic B-spline

• vmap.png is the full path to the colormap for displaying the image gradient, to be computed for the tent
and bspln3 kernels, but not for the box kernel. The 2-D gradient vector in the input image (as computed
by convolution) is colormapped with this 256x256 8-bit RGB image. Using $SCIVIS/vec2cmap will
simplify referring to one of the given images:

– gray-dx.png: linear gray-scale of x component of gradient.
– gray-dy.png: linear gray-scale of y component of gradient.
– gray-mag.png: linear gray-scale of gradient magnitude.
– hue-mag.png: colormap of gradient magnitude.
– bow-dir.png: colormap of gradient direction (hue) and magnitude (brightness).

In the case of using the box kernel, this argument should be ignored, since there isn’t a meaningful gradient
to colormap, though for consistency the rsmp program should still expect some string (any string) to appear
at this argument’s position on the command-line.

• baseOut is the base of the output filename (including any path). Your program should generate and save
out (in PNG format):

– baseOut.png: An 8-bit gray-scale image of the resampled oriented input image.
– baseOut-grad.png: When the kernel is not box, an 8-bit RGB image of the colormapped gradient

of the image, using the colormap specified in the vmap.png option.

• [centX centY]: These two additional arguments are optional; either both are used or neither are. When
they are used, they specify the (x, y) coordinates of the center of the output image in world space. When not
used, the center of the output image is implicitly defined; see next section for details.

You can assume that your program is given valid inputs; do only as much error checking and error handling on the
command-line arguments as you find helpful for your own development.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portable_Network_Graphics


What the rsmp program computes
The conceptual core of this project is to understand a mapping between the index space of an image data array, and
the world space in which the image is logically oriented. In this project, the world space is the two-dimensional
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Figure 1: Orientation of the world
space basis B = {x,y} on the screen

vertical surface of the screen. Positions in world space are described with respect to the basis B shown in Figure 1.

Suppose the orientIn.txt file contains:

Ux Vx Ox
Uy Vy Oy

These six coefficients are separated by white-space on two different lines. You should use double-precision floating-
point variables (a double in C types) to store these values; their ASCII representation in the given orientation
files uses enough precision to exactly specify a double. The coefficients populate the matrix

M =

[
Ux Vx Ox

Uy Vy Oy

]
(1)

M is the index-to-world transform that gives the image an orientation in world space. The world space position,
expressed in basis B, of the center of input image pixel (i, j) has coordinates

M

ij
1

 =

[
iUx + jVx +Ox

iUy + jVy +Oy

]
(2)

Because of this affine transform, input image pixels are not necessarily square, or aligned with the B basis.
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Figure 2: Example of 6-by-4 oriented input image
sampled in SX-by-SY output image, subtending a
Rx-by-Ry region.

The (i, j) positions in input image index space are de-
fined with a fast-to-slow axis ordering: i is fast, j is
slow. The input image is SI by SJ; the pixels are defined
for i from 0 to SI− 1 and j from 0 to SJ− 1. Following
standard conventions of image storage (see FSV §3.1), if
you were to view the imgIn.png input image directly,
with a web browser or any other program to open PNG
files (i.e. without taking into account the image orien-
tation in orientIn.txt), then i would be horizontal
position (i = 0 at left edge) and j would be vertical
position (j = 0 at top edge).

The input image pixels should be considered cell-
centered. The corners in world space of the rectangular
region subtended by the input image are the transforms
(by M ) of index space positions (−0.5,−0.5), (SI −
0.5,−0.5), (−0.5, SJ − 0.5), and (SI − 0.5,SJ − 0.5).
Call these positions c00, c10, c01, and c11, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 2. Let the world space coordinates [cij ]B of corner cij be
[
xij
yij

]
.

The rsmp program displays oriented PNG images by sampling some region of world space, and computing (by
convolution) the image values and gradients at the center of each output image pixel. The output image pixels are



also cell-centered. In world space the output image pixels are exactly square, individually subtending the same
amount of space vertically and horizontally. The exact portion of world space that is sampled in the output image is
determined as follows:

1. Number of horizontal (SX) and vertical (SY) output samples, according to output sampling rate rate from
the command-line:

SX = ceil(rate ∗ (max
i,j

(xij)−min
i,j

(xij))) (3)

SY = ceil(rate ∗ (max
i,j

(yij)−min
i,j

(yij))) (4)

2. Range of horizontal (Rx) and vertical (Ry) positions subtended by output image

Rx = SX/rate (5)

Ry = SY/rate (6)

3. Center of output image, if centX and centY were given on the command-line:

[C]B =

[
centX
centY

]
(7)

Otherwise, (no centX, centY on the command-line) the output image center is:

C =
c00 + c11

2
(8)

The Rx×Ry output image region is centered at C and sampled on a SX-by-SY cell-centered grid. This determines
where the input image domain is to be sampled by rsmp. You may want to compute (for rsmp’s internal use) the
affine transform from output pixel indices (i, j) to the world space coordinates of the center of that pixel.

The kernels that may be used for image sampling are:

box(x) =


0 x < −1

2
1 −1

2 ≤ x < 1
2

0 1
2 ≤ x

(9)

tent(x) =


0 x < −1
1 + x −1 ≤ x < 0
1− x 0 ≤ x < 1
0 1 ≤ x

(10)

bspln3(x) =
1

6



0 x < −2
8 + 12x+ 6x2 + x3 −2 ≤ x < −1
4− 6x2 − 3x3 −1 ≤ x < 0
4− 6x2 + 3x3 0 ≤ x < 1
8− 12x+ 6x2 − x3 1 ≤ x < 2
0 2 ≤ x

(11)

At the center of every output pixel, the input image value V is sampled by separable convolution with the requested
kernel. The input image range V ∈ [0, 65535] should be mapped linearly to [0, 255] in the output 8-bit grayscale
baseOut.png. If the kernel is not box, the gradient of the input image∇V should also be computed (based
on a transform of the partial derivatives in index space). To use the vector colormap image vmap.png, the max-
imal gradient magnitude M over the entire output has to be determined, and all the per-pixel gradients have to be
normalized by this. You may want to create a buffer to save all the measured gradients∇V (so that they are mea-
sured only once), then find the maximal magnitude M , and normalize by this. The per-pixel color in the output



8-bit RGB gradient image baseOut-grad.png is copied from the corresponding (gi, gj) pixel of the colormap
image vmap.png as determined by:[

∇V
M

]
B
=

[
gx
gy

]
(12)

gi = roundup((gx + 1) ∗ 127.5) (13)

gj = roundup(255− (gy + 1) ∗ 127.5) (14)

If the center of output image pixel (i, j) falls at the edge of or outside the input image, so that the convolution
sum requires samples in the input that do not exist1, your program should indicate this explicitly. In the grayscale
baseOut.png, generate a fine checkerboard pattern with 255*((i mod 2) xor (j mod 2)). In the gra-
dient image baseOut-grad.png, the output color should be copied from the background (outside the circle)
of the vector colormap vmap.png. In all the given vector colormaps this background is constant, and can be re-
trieved from the first pixel.

What to hand in:
1. In your proj2/code directory: all your code. One of the files in proj2/code should be the rsmp pro-

gram (with permissions set to be executable). You will likely want to put different functionality in other
source files; what you call them and how you organize them is up to you. Just keep it all in proj2/code.

2. In your proj2 directory: A short PDF report, called proj2.pdf, which describes how you tested your
program to determine the correctness of its behavior. A 2-page length is great, use 3 pages at most. Besides
the test images provided for you in scivis-2013/data/orimg, what images did you create in order
to make sure that your code is doing what is expected of it, and how did you check the output? Generate at
least two examples of oriented images (a .png file paired with .txt file giving orientation), and how you ran
rsmp to check the output. Add these inputs, and the outputs your program generates, to your proj2 direc-
tory, so that the graders can reproduce your results. If you have problems creating rsmp, use proj2.pdf
to document what you tried, and what didn’t work.

1This happens when the evaluation of the convolution kernel is non-zero at a sample beyond the valid indices of the input image


